CRISIS NEAR REACHED IN GERMAN WAR

Dismissal Of Officers Of High Rank Shows

Step In Next Operations

Associated Press

WASH., Dec. 23... Adolph
Milder's self-appointment as con-

trol-in-chief of the German

navy and his summary dismissal

of high-ranking officers can mean

only that a new era has arisen in

West war operations.

This fact is being stressed by

admirals, who are with

particular emphasis to Hitler's

plan, that the troops "defend

people's coast in the face with

national determination."

Activity of a minor phase further

shows that Germany's objective

is the smashing Russian

offensive, which is not far from

where the Nazis were halted

20 miles to the west and

several of their best divi-

tions.

More Alexis in his radio

speech that it is the solution

substitute to pain, punishment.

Germany's chief objective is

the opening of a corridor to

freedom of action.

The British have expressed alarm

throughout the world, for those

who are in a similar attach-

to the attack.

MASONS TO HONOR DISTRICT DEPUTY

The district deputy will be

honored tonight at a meeting of

Anchor Lodge.

He will be admitted to the

inner circle of the district deputy.

Extreme Violence Marks Week

End Here Before Christmas

The week-end before Christmas

was the most violent of the

year in Ottawa.

Two women were severely

wounded, one in her leg, and

seven others were

admitted to the hospital with

severe injuries.

Three men were killed and

six were injured in

a shooting.

Many new cases have been

reported and

are expected.

MASONIC NOTICE

Traveling Masons: A. W. M. will hold his regular meeting tonight at 7:30. All members are

invited to attend. Refreshments will be served in honor of the dist-

ict deputy who will be present.
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John C. Pogue

HOUDAY AGAINST JAP

U. S. FILIPINO UNITS BATTLE AGAINST JAPS

One Hundred Transports Used To Land Forces

In Greatest Land Engagement Of War

BULLETS

MANILA, Dec. 22—A

Japanese landing of

on the coast of

diplomatic agreement.

The War Department

of a major

South

and operation.
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